Roadside trees are a
low cost investment that
improve ecological health,
economic prosperity and
community quality of life.
Native and site appropriate
trees provide value by:
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mitigating for greenhouse gas
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percent and can save 20–50 percent in

could be planted. This translates to the

energy used for heating.” -USFS

potential to absorb 33 million more tons of
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healthy tree is equivalent to ten room-size

store carbon in their biomass, preventing it

air conditioners operating 20 hours a day.

improving human health

from being released into the atmosphere.
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Trees and plants provide public health

“The net cooling effect of a young,

CO2 every year, and saving $4 billion in
energy costs.” -National Wildlife Federation
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CO2 is the most significant greenhouse gas

infrastructure” due to their ability to treat

Research also shows that views of trees
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that is released through deforestation and
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the burning of fossil fuels.
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immune system functioning.

“U.S. forests currently serve as a carbon

“The planting of trees means improved

“People who live in areas with higher

‘sink’, offsetting …from 10 to 20% of U.S.

water quality, resulting in less runoff and

street tree density report better health

emissions each year.” -US Forest Service,
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perception and fewer cardiometabolic

Climate Change Resource Center
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conditions compared with their peers living

“Landscaping, especially with trees,
can increase property values as much as
20 percent.” - International City/County
Management Association

in areas with lower street tree density.”-

providing natural beauty &
“sense of place”

Scientific Reports, July 2015

Trees and vegetation add to the
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supporting pollinators &
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Trees and plants provide essential food

Pennsylvania hospital found that “patients

and communities. As the photos on
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with bedside window looking out on leafy

these pages illustrate, trees and plants
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“Plantings of diverse vegetation support

trees healed, on average, a day faster,

contribute to a unique “sense of place,”

“Given the growing expanse of urban
areas, trees within these areas have the

— William McDonough,
American Architect

“There are about 60– to 200-million

can reduce air conditioning needs by 30

“Carbon sequestration” (the long-term

“If you look at a tree, and think
of it as a design assignment, it would be
like asking you to make something that
makes oxygen, sequesters carbon, fixes
nitrogen, distills water, provides habitat for
hundreds of species, accrues solar energy’s
fuel, makes complex sugars and food,
changes colors with the seasons, creates
microclimates, and self-replicates.”
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than patients who instead saw a brick
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wall.” -D. Franklin, Scientific American
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conserving energy
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Trees that provide wind-blocks in winter,
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trees and vegetation provide monetary

his existence.” -President L. B. Johnson

from being airborne.
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benefits to communities, and the state.

remove gaseous pollutants from the air

“In 1994, trees in New York City removed

“Association with beauty can enlarge
man’s imagination and revive his spirit...
What a citizen sees every day is his

energy consumption. In hot weather,
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unshaded roofs and pavements can be
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pollution at an estimated value to society
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public trees “..including energy savings,
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of the surrounding area, creating what
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are called “heat islands.” Heat islands

quality, and reduced atmospheric carbon
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demands through increased use of air
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and pavement, and through natural

conditioning.
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